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2021 Social Media Content Study

SETTING THE STAGE

Introduction
COVID-19 abruptly and forcefully shifted the social selling 

landscape. Digital marketers, compliance teams, advisors, and 

agents quickly pivoted from tried-and-true approaches to test 

new strategies for the new normal—whether it was an expanded 

online presence through individual websites, or targeted 

campaigns based on audience segments. Absent in-person 

communications, social media shouldered more of the burden of 

driving business growth and surfaced opportunities to deliver 

engaging thought leadership, in addition to sustaining existing 

relationships. In a year of unprecedented challenges, financial 

services firms found ways to break through the noise, optimize 

content to meet new needs, and to maintain a productive 

presence across the networks that mattered. 

Core to that approach was advancing to the next phase of 

content maturity, with a diversified content mix, and a scalable 

framework for automating the delivery and execution of the right 

media on the right channels. Across the board, original content 

continued to drive the highest levels of engagement, but content 

topic was also a key influencer. In particular, principles-based 

content (focused on diversity & inclusion, women, and 

sustainability) inspired significantly more likes, comments, and 

shares this past year, as purpose-driven firms gained hearts and 

minds.

In 2020, social media cemented its role as a strategic business 

lever within the marketing toolkit, with a vital role to play in the 

post-pandemic world. We hope that this year’s Hearsay Social 

Selling Content Study will help you uncover insights, spark 

creativity and inspire new best practices as you continue to 

support and empower your agents and advisors to drive business 

outcomes.

In a year of 

unprecedented 

challenges, 

financial services 

firms found ways 

to break through 

the noise. 
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In 2020, social media cemented its role as a strategic 
business lever within the marketing toolkit, with a vital role 
to play in the post-pandemic world.
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SETTING THE STAGE

Key Findings
BREAKING THROUGH THE DIGITAL NOISE WAS OF THE ESSENCE

A comparison of Hearsay customers’ engagement rates for social 

media from 2019 to 2020 highlights what so many of you have 

shared about your own experience: With lockdowns in full swing 

last March, the volume of and engagement with social media 

posts spiked. As more people spent time online for both business 

and personal pursuits (remember those weeks packed with Zoom 

happy hours?), digital noise across all channels increased 

significantly. But May foreshadowed the consequences of this 

uptick in sheer volume—a prolonged decrease in engagement 

rates, as people tuned out in the face of increased competition 

for eyeballs and attention.

Across the board, savvy advisors and agents stepped up to adopt 

a more strategic, bespoke approach to leveraging social media. 

They used previously unexploited features like LinkedIn’s 2nd and 

3rd degree connections, InMail and Sales Navigator to expand 

prospecting efforts and garner new business. They showed up 

with thoughtful, timely and relevant content to meet customer 

needs for education and information. In particular, video content 

represented an effective means of capturing eyeballs: In 2020, 

53% of Hearsay’s global customers across all lines of business 

published more than 247,000 videos on the platform. They also 

used in-app messaging and texting to cut through the clutter and 

speed responses, delivering service that delighted.

By carefully considering which content, mediums, and networks 

could satisfy client needs at the moments that mattered most, 

financial services firms found ways to meaningfully connect with 

clients and prospects, reinforcing social selling’s standing 

as a critical business lever.
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SETTING THE STAGE

Key Findings
WE’RE WELL INTO THE NEXT PHASE OF CONTENT STRATEGY

In all lines of business, Hearsay found that the overall content mix 

was well-balanced, and far more diversified than in previous years. 

A few subcategories claimed the lion’s share of publishes: Market 

Insights had 42% of publishes under News; and Sustainability had 

50% of publishes under Principle-based content.

When it came to published posts, the percentage of original 

content posts increased by 6%, while the percentage of modified 

suggested posts increased by 14%, demonstrating a growing 

desire from the field for corporate support, as well as a willingness 

to publish more relatable, personalized posts.

With a desirable content mix in place, organizations focused on 

delivery and execution of the right media across the right 

channels. They pondered the best framework for scaling great 

content. How could they use video to engage with prospective 

and current clients, and do so compliantly? How much attention 

and investment should be devoted to emerging channels? What 

was the right balance between these competing mediums? How 

could automated campaigns be used more effectively to support 

field teams? 

Vanity metrics and stacks of likes were no longer enough. Firms 

aligned social selling strategies to business outcomes, leveraging 

digital breadcrumbs to track the effectiveness of their 

personalized storytelling efforts. The next phase of mature 

content strategy has arrived, and if you’re not steeped in it yet, 

the time to embark on this journey is now.
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+6%
ORIGINAL CONTENT

+14%
MODIFIED CONTENT

IN 2020, PROGRAMS DELIVERED

 12%
Community & 

Events

 88%
Corporate Brand

 21%
Women

29%
Diversity & 
Inclusion

50%
Sustainability

6%
Small/Medium 

Business

11%
Retirement

12%
Life Events

71%
Financial 
Education

3%
Current Events

15%
Safety/Risk 
Mitigation

40%
COVID-19

42%
Market Insights

8%
Technology

10%
Health & 
Wellness

82%
Lifestyle
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SETTING THE STAGE

Key Findings
PURPOSE-DRIVEN BRANDS ARE IGNITING AUTHENTIC ENGAGEMENT

Beyond the turbulence wrought by COVID-19, 2020 saw the rise 

of grassroots activism in favor of a more equitable, sustainable 

world. Consumers demanded that the brands they choose 

demonstrate good corporate citizenship in the face of uncertainty 

and change. Organizations—and by extension, their advisors and 

agents—had to demonstrate their commitment to doing well 

while doing good.

A newfound attention to principles-based messaging pervaded 

the financial services industry. Content that focused on 

sustainability, diversity, and women drove higher engagement 

rates across all lines of business, as consumers evidenced 

enthusiastic support for brands that could articulate and illustrate 

what they stood for, and how they could serve as an agent of 

positive transformation. Yet, across all lines of business, the rate 

for publishing principles-based content was 1%, even though 

engagement rates were consistently within the top three 

best-performing categories in terms of engagement, if not the 

top performer.

In a post-pandemic world, purpose-driven companies that enable 

field organizations to activate their vision and beliefs at a local 

level will sustain a competitive advantage. While it’s admirable to 

see your bank financially sponsor a walk for diabetes, it’s more 

meaningful when you see your local agent marching alongside 

you and your neighbors. Individual agents and advisors who 

demonstrate their commitment to community impact and a better 

world are being rewarded with recognition and respect by their 

clients; those who fail to do so miss a huge opportunity to 

connect with individuals in a more meaningful way.

Content that 

focused on 

sustainability, 

diversity, and 

women drove 

higher 

engagement rates 

across all lines of 

business
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INDUSTRIES

Asset Management
SUGGESTED VS. PUBLISHED CONTENT ANALYSIS

When it came to content categories, asset 

management social media administrators prioritized 

News content at 39% of total suggested content, 

with Corporate Brand and Financial Education 

claiming 26% and 16% of suggested content 

respectively. Diversity & Inclusion and Career & 

Recruiting were the narrowest slices of the 

suggested content pie.

This was the first year that Hearsay examined asset management 

as a line of business, which on the whole, employs a B2B rather 

than B2C approach due to the nature of institutional selling. The 

focus on news (which includes market insights, as well as timely 

news around the pandemic, safety or risk management) and 

corporate brand is in line with what we would expect in the 

context of a B2B relationship.

In addition to being the most suggested content, News, 

Corporate Brand and Financial Education also topped the list for 

published content categories. But whereas Financial Education 

comprised only 13% of suggested content, it made up almost 

22% of published content, suggesting latent demand from asset 

management sales teams for content in this category. 

Increasingly, sales teams are seeing the value of thought 

leadership when it comes to B2B social selling. Principles-based, 

Corporate Brand and Corporate Product Promotion content drove 

the highest engagement rates, while Financial Education had the 

lowest engagement rate, although it was still quite high, at 0.8.
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Whereas Financial 

Education 

comprised only 13% 

of suggested 

content, it made up 

almost 22% of 

published content, 

suggesting latent 

demand from asset 

management sales 

teams for content in 

this category.

SUGGESTED VS. PUBLISHED CONTENT
ASSET MANAGEMENT

AVERAGE ENGAGEMENT RATE
ASSET MANAGEMENT
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HIDDEN GEM

Across all of Hearsay’s lines of business, asset management garnered much higher average engagement 

rates—59% greater than the next highest line of business. Strong, positive relationships are as critical in B2B as 

they are in B2C, and with many of us mixing business and personal facets of our lives on social media, it’s no 

wonder B2B clients turned to these platforms for information and curated content they felt they could trust.

With the metamorphosis of the traditional wholesale model, savvy asset management firms pivoted to social 

media as a platform for thought leadership content. As clients continue to cement the habit of conducting 

research online—and on social media channels—providing consistent, thoughtful, and timely product information 

and news goes a long way toward building trust and demonstrating expertise. Asset management wholesalers 

who have successfully harnessed social media to drive awareness and demand can pull prospects and clients 

through the sales cycle with materially less effort and potentially in less time.

Within the category of Principles-based posting, sustainability in particular stood out as a topic that drove high 

engagement with audiences. As firms step up to demonstrate their commitment to environmental, social, and 

governance investments, they’re increasingly being recognized and rewarded for their efforts. Organizations 

should seize opportunities to share content that highlights corporate social responsibility—looking beyond ESG to 

other philanthropic engagements.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
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Asset Management
ORIGINAL VS. SUGGESTED VS. MODIFIED CONTENT

When looking at suggested content, unmodified content makes up 91% of posts, 

but modified content posts shows in excess of 3x the engagement rate. Original, 

wholesaler-created content shows 9x the engagement rate of unmodified suggested 

content, once again driving home the power of authentic, personalized posts as a key tactic 

for making the kind of human connections that translate into bottom-line business value.
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INDUSTRIES

ORIGINAL VS. SUGGESTED VS. MODIFIED ANALYSIS
ASSET MANAGEMENT

9x
engagement

3x
engagement

ADVANCED CAMPAIGN STRATEGIES

While asset management firms primarily target other businesses, it's important that 

your field shares their human side to build stronger bonds with customers. 

Suggested rates for Lifestyle content are relatively low, but per content piece 

publish rates are high.

In the absence of face-to-face interactions, Lifestyle content, particularly when 

modified (e.g., highlighting individual moms on Mothers' Day) can help sales teams 

maintain a more personal connection; we know that people like to do business with 

people they know, like and trust. Consider interspersing campaigns that go beyond 

brand—and into areas like health, wellness or personal traditions—to allow your 

reps to cultivate a personal connection with their networks.

People like to do business with people they know, like 

and trust. Consider interspersing campaigns that go 

beyond brand—and into areas like health, wellness or 

personal traditions—to allow your reps to cultivate a 

personal connection with their networks.

2%
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Compliance Corner

It’s time to get smart with compliance

Part and parcel of an advanced content strategy is a right-sized approach to compliance. 

Having a risk-based lexicon, employing regular analysis of flagged content and making 

frequent updates, all help minimize false positives and improve supervision effectiveness. 

These best practices contribute to compliance hygiene that can make your system more 

efficient.

But a diversified content strategy shouldn’t—and doesn’t—impose additional 

administrative or supervisory burden on your support teams when it’s shaped and executed 

in a thoughtful manner. A firm that can leverage pre-cleared, modified and campaign 

content to reduce alert volume has upleveled their compliance game. 

Start by analyzing and contextualizing terms that trigger frequent alerts. Are these areas 

that you want your advisors and agents discussing with clients? If so, then firms can focus 

on offering off-the-shelf, pre-approved content in that area, effectively whitelisting these 

terms through a pre-approved structure. In practice, this significantly reduces the volume of 

alerts, and frees your supervisors to focus on more critical, value-add areas.

Consider a wealth management firm that includes "tax" in its lexicon. Arming the field with 

"compliance-ready" modifiable posts stating that "Tax season is upon us; don't forget to 

contribute to your IRA before April 15th" can minimize the laborious task of dismissing 

alerts while ensuring that advisors and agents can put their own personal spin on the story.

Honing in on how terms are used and whether they’re used in the right way helps firms 

recast “compliance cops” into strategic partners. Instead of reviewing and dismissing 

alerts, they can collaborate with content teams on designing pre-approved templates that 

make customized posts on highly relevant topics possible. Businesses can retain the best 

protection around terms that must be avoided, without triggering extra work, while 

streaming compliance and advancing their content maturity.

COMPLIANCE

Hearsay Social                   Just Now

Your Recent Linkedin Post: has 
been liked 28 times, has 3 comments 
and reshared 10 times 

recommend
tax
investment
suggest
financial
FINRA
Routing
life insurance
retirement plan
fraud
life insurance
Investment
Investment AND advisor

Real estate

opportunity

testimonial

401k

Account Number

Drivers License

SOCIAL RELATE

Routing
Account Number
Drivers License
DL
Bank Account
Acct
DOB
text
Driver's License
Account
Hate
$
Death
Broker

COVID-19

payback

Investment

talk

In 2020, these words (ordered by frequency) triggered the 

most alerts for Hearsay Social and Hearsay Relate customers
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Hearsay Relate: By the Numbers
The pandemic surfaced client trends that made secure, compliant, on-the-go 

texting not only convenient, but also an effective means of cutting through the clutter. 

Amidst the rise in digital noise—and the ongoing battle for client attention—texting 

offered a way to bypass overflowing inboxes to get transactions quickly and efficiently 

completed. Hearsay Relate also paved the way for deepening relationships during 

a time of uncertainty.

4 min 
27 sec 

Average client response time to 
a text sent by an advisor/agent

Tuesday 
Day with highest texting volume

52.1% 
Texts from advisors

Consider the power 

of delegates. 

Designated team 

members can text 

on an advisor or 

agent’s behalf, or 

take incoming calls.

We see 6.8x

more messages 

sent from multi-user 

delegate 

workspaces, when 

compared to single 

users.

47.9% 
Inbound texts from clients

75% 
Were sent during business hours 
(9 am - 3 pm in local time zone)

8am-9am
&

2pm-4pm
Delivered the fastest 

response times
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Spotlight on EMEA
As previously noted, 2020 precipitated a rise in grassroots 

activism, which in turn drove a newfound focus for purpose-driven 

companies to demonstrate good corporate citizenship. As 

consumers demanded a more equitable, sustainable world, 

companies incorporated ESG investor expectations and 

perspectives into existing initiatives to encourage stakeholder 

engagement. 

Among Hearsay's customer base, nowhere was this more 

apparent than in EMEA, where firms have been a step ahead on 

the ESG initiative relative to their US counterparts. Content 

focused on Sustainability was suggested at a rate of 3x to North 

America, signaling a more concerted push in the region. Advisors 

and agents seized the opportunity to engage their networks, 

publishing content on Sustainability at 5x the rate of their North 

American peers. And it worked— engagement rates for content 

on Sustainability in EMEA were particularly elevated, registering a 

1.8 engagement rate. 

However, there is an opportunity for European firms to do more. 

While Sustainability registered high marks in EMEA, other 

Principle-focused content did not. Similarly in North America, 

content focused on Diversity & Inclusion and Women 

underperformed, with our study finding little in the way of 

suggested content in these areas. While ESG or Corporate Brand 

content may incorporate some of these themes, EMEA firms have 

an opportunity to expand their approach to Principles-based 

content in order to capitalize on pervasive interest in these, and 

other powerful social movements. In spite of low suggestion rates 

in North America, content focused on Diversity & Inclusion and 

Women scored higher engagement on average than other topics. 

It’s time for EMEA marketing teams to consider how they might 

steer their social selling programs to capture this momentum.

Firms in EMEA have 

been a step ahead on 

the ESG initiative 

relative to their US 

counterparts.

Content focused on 

Sustainability was 

suggested at a rate of 

3x—and published at a 

rate of 5x—the rate of 

North American 

counterparts.

And it resonated!

Engagement rates for 

content on Sustainability 

in EMEA were 

particularly elevated, 

registering a 1.8 

engagement rate. 
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HEARSAY SYSTEMS

How Hearsay Helps
Vanity metrics are no longer enough. As organizations advance to the next phase of content strategy, they’re 

honing in to prioritize content mix, execution, and delivery of the right media across the right channels, all 

aligned to specific business outcomes.

Optimizing your content strategy and execution requires proactive planning, field 

adoption, and operational efficiency. At times, even the best of teams can benefit 

from expertise and experienced hands, so here are a few ways that Hearsay can help:

ENSURE YOUR CONTENT STRATEGY 
IS OPTIMIZED

Whether it’s identifying precise business goals and 

KPIs, creating and curating a diversified content 

mix, or solidifying a compliance approach that 

strikes the sweet spot between business-friendly 

and protective, our Content Strategy team is here 

to partner with you.

In addition to advancing your program maturity 

through specific tactics and streamlined 

operations, our team can construct a reporting and 

analysis framework that yields relevant insights and 

social selling program ROI.

Align your content plans with marketing/sales 

objectives and gain executive buy-in with a 

strategy that drives adoption, engagement, and 

business outcomes, all while protecting valuable 

resources.

PUT CONTENT DELIVERY ON 
AUTOPILOT

Hearsay can help you leverage the best content 

from third-party sources like TechCrunch, Fortune, 

and Bloomberg, to help your agents and advisors 

deliver authentic, engaging content to specific 

target audiences. Hearsay offers Content Channels 

on a wide variety of financial services focused 

topics like Millennials & Money, and our Content 

Campaigns are pre-built, themed, updated daily 

and can be reviewed and customized prior to use. 

Save time finding great content, while helping 

advisors and agents build a compelling brand with 

timely, relevant social posts that create 

touchpoints along the prospect and client journey.
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SETTING THE STAGE

Methodology
Now in its fourth year, Hearsay’s 2021 Social Selling Content 

Study aggregates data from over 100 leading global financial 

services firms—including asset management, wealth 

management, property & casualty insurance, life insurance, and 

banking—and their cumulative 200,000 advisors and agents who 

used the Hearsay platform during the calendar year 2020.

In all, this study analyzed more than 12.3 million published social 

media posts and 3 million texts, which garnered in excess of 4.8 

million engagements across Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and 

Instagram. The data was extracted from the Hearsay Systems 

platform and analyzed to uncover findings and insights from the 

behaviors of corporate social media program administrators, 

advisor and agent publishers, and consumers.

This year, we had the following seven content categories, some of 

which incorporated content from additional subcategories:

● Career & Recruiting 

● Corporate Brand, including Community & Events

● Corporate/Product Promotion

● Principles-Based, which comprised Diversity & Inclusion, 

Women, Sustainability

● Financial Education, which comprised Life Events, 

Retirement, Small/Medium Business

● News, which comprised Current Events, Market Insights, 

COVID-19, Safety/Risk Mitigation

● Lifestyle, including Health & Wellness, Technology

>100 
leading global 

financial firms

200,000 

advisors and agents

12.3M 

published social 

media posts

3M 

compliant texts

4.8M 

social media 

engagements
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ABOUT HEARSAY SYSTEMS

Hearsay Systems is reinventing the human-client experience in financial services. The Hearsay Client Engagement Platform empowers over 
200,000 advisors and agents to authentically and intelligently grow business relationships by proactively guiding and capturing the last mile 
of digital communications. The world’s leading financial firms—including Allstate, New York Life, Morgan Stanley, and Charles Schwab—rely 
on Hearsay’s SaaS platform to scale their reach, optimize sales engagements, and deliver exceptional client service in a consistent and 
compliant manner. Hearsay is headquartered in San Francisco, with locations throughout North America, Europe and Asia.

Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and the Hearsay blog.

Find out how Hearsay can help your advisors  grow business compliantly:
hearsaysystems.com  |  contact@hearsaysystems.com  |  +1 415.373.0673

Thank You. 

https://www.facebook.com/hearsaysystems
https://twitter.com/hearsaysystems
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hearsay-systems/
https://hearsaysystems.com/blog/
http://www.hearsaysystems.com/
mailto:contact@hearsaysystems.com

